






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sleep of evil deeds' (a double metaphor string). Cf. tiiltr-iin- above. tiddur
should be read also in DLT fol. 354, although DankKelly write 'taldur-"; the
second-hand damma can be trusted in this case: atlzgam tuldiirdi "The horse
man knocked into him". This meaning is similar enough to be related, and the
different dialect can account for the divergent meaning; there is no infinitive to
show frontness. The lemma for tid- in DLT fol. 275 does not have any infinitive
either: ar toptknt adri bilii tuldi, with first hand damma in the first syllable.
DankKelly nevertheless change this (as well) to 'taldi' because of the subse
quent lemma (which also involves a game). The semantic similarity to the
Uigur verb seems to justify the separation into two verbs (but not the alteration
of the following taldi talar taLmak to tiiO). The semantic relationship between
tid- and tultur- is not one of causation, unless one considers the sticks and

". cudgels to be implicit intermediate subjects. au-a« 'violence, vigour', appears
to be a cognate.

uk-tur- 'to make somebody understand' and lor 'to get something understood';
EDPT and DTS. Two of the exs. are biverbs with bil-tur- (q. v. above). In Suv
386,17 we find a further ex. of this biverb not mentioned in the dictionaries. bil

. uk- is, among other places, found in UigTot 243 and 246; cf. the biverb bilil
I ukul- under bil-il- above.
unu-dur- 'to make someone forget; to get something forgotten' is not mentioned

in the EDPT. A Suv ex. is quoted in the DTS. Add bilmakig urutdurup ogriitin
milk (UigTot 618).

ur-tur- 'to have something put somewhere' is in the EDPT quoted from Orkhon
Turkic and Uigur, in both cases governing the ultimate object.

un-tiir- 'to cause something to rise' and adjacent meanings like 'to lift up, get
something out, bring forth, display, let out, help out, uproot, remove, bring
up, raise a sum' is an exceedingly common verb only partly documented in the
EDPTand the DTS: Further ex-sooccur in Maitr.l O? r5, 66 v3, 182 v12,51 r6,
83 v2, 182 r16, 52 v5 and 130 v6, HtPek 33 a9-11, Ht V8 bll and VII 7 b3,
Sho'Kenkyu III 25, BuddhUig II 223, AtSu 1 r2, UigPacht L 18, HtPar 220,10
quoted in UW 52 a under adincig par. A, UigTot 765, 789, 818,1048,616,1306,
1307 and 1392, Ht X 1099, BT XIII 13,69, 19,104,51,26 and 58,5, Abhi 73 and
1105, TuoLuoNi 401, BT VII A 609 = 613, 619 and 670 and B2 and 95,
Sh6Agon 2, p. 1911.6, BT VIII B40, Suv 29,21-22, BT III 100, FamArch 83.
176 and 199, ET~ 11,16,13,11 and 131 and 17,12, HamTouen 35,6 and 28,13.
The last-mentioned ex. spells the verb as yunturiin ,with yO as the base is spelled
in a runic rns. quoted in the EDPT under un-, BuddhKat 32 (Tib. script) also
has the verb as yiintriip . These are indicative of original initial Ihl, possibly
pronounced but in any case left unexpressed by the writers of Orkhon 'Iurkic.
In bwlcwka tal] unturu tagdimiz in Ton 35, tan must be a temporal absolute, a
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